July 9, 2021
Beginning Sunday June 11, 2021, Saskatchewan enters Step 3 of Saskatchewan’s Re-Open Road Map
where existing COVID-19 Public Health Orders and restrictions will be rescinded including the restrictions
found in the Re-Open Sask document. That will be 485 days since the first restrictions were put in place
on March 18,2020.
The Premier and Saskatchewan’s Chief Medical Health Officer, have emphasized that while the restrictions
will end July 11, 2021, COVID-19 has not. While we welcome this less restrictive ‘world’ we ask our clubs to
continue operating cautiously and safely. Everyone will approach and feel differently about this progress;
therefore, we ask that we continue to respect each other and what we each choose to do to feel comfortable
moving forward.
Each clubs COVID-19 committees together with their boards/coaches will determine how the club will operate
and run their programs to finish the current 2020-2021 swim season.
Below you will find an updated chart outlining the changes that come into effect Sunday July 11, 2021:
STEP 3: ROADMAP
Indoor Pools and Outdoor Pools
(effective July 11, 2021)
Key: Swim Sask requirements continue through August 31, 2021.
Competitions: Sanctioned
Priority is for year-round age group clubs this summer.
Operate with limited and experienced officials.
Max of 3 clubs and ~120 swimmers
Competitions: Unsanctioned
Clubs can conduct unsanctioned racing opportunities.
Max of 3 clubs and ~120 swimmers
Contact Tracing
Not required
Training Group Size
Restricted by facility pool capacity
Instruction (with contact)
Permitted
Masks
Personal Choice
Physical Distancing
Not required
Pool Format
Determined in consultation with facility
Screening
Not required. Individuals self-assess and should not attend training
or competitions if unwell
Spectators
Permitted
Travel between provinces
Permitted - be aware of other provinces and their restrictions.
Travel within SK
Permitted
The government has prepared a useful FAQ resource entitled: Re-Opening Saskatchewan Step 3 FAQ for
Businesses and Workers to help as we move away from prescriptive requirements and return to pre-existing
regulations. Please take the time to read this as it has some very useful information regarding vaccinations,
masking, testing, contact tracing and legal considerations.
We are proud of how our sport and members have supported each other and adhered to the COVID-19
guidelines and ensured that our sport remained as safe as possible. Thank you for your part in allowing us to
continue to build #betterlivesswimmingthroughcovid.
Have a safe and enjoyable summer, yours in Swimming,

Marj Walton, Executive Director

